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Abstract 

     F. Scott Fitzgerald’s critically acclaimed classic The Great Gatsby, written in 1925, 

poetically captures the zeitgeist of the roaring twenties, and has attracted considerable 

attention regarding the depiction of the American dream. Early critics argued that it 

offered a rendition of the quintessential American dream, claiming that the novel stays 

true to the dream’s original values. However, this analysis makes an effort to reveal the 

false materialistic values that corrupt and taint the vision of the original American 

dream projected in the narrative. More specifically, the analysis attempts to demonstrate 

that the core values of the American dream are gradually distorted and corrupted 

throughout the novel. Moreover, the novel is approached through the use of certain 

psychoanalytic concepts which are concerned with mental processes and constructions 

of personality. By applying these psychoanalytic concepts to Jay Gatsby, the analysis 

investigates the gradual perversion of the dream through a number of passages and 

pivotal moments throughout the novel as to showcase the reasons why the dream is 

perverted. The analysis concludes that the investigated events in fact demonstrate a 

gradual perversion of the American dream. Furthermore, the essay showcases a clear 

causal connection between the disrupted balance in the mental processes within Gatsby 

and the investigated events. The stressful events that Gatsby experiences prompt certain 

cognitive responses within Gatsby, causing him to pervert the American dream and its 

core values.  
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1. Introduction 

     F. Scott Fitzgerald’s highly esteemed novel The Great Gatsby was written in 1925, in the 

midst of the roaring twenties. This is a story commonly described as showcasing a successful 

pursuit, perhaps even the successful pursuit, of the American dream. For many people, the 

concept of the American dream has persisted as a deeply embedded part of the nation’s 

identity. It has more or less come to define and represent the notion of the United States of 

America being the land of seemingly endless and equal opportunities for everyone to achieve 

their goals. In many ways, the quintessential American story is concerned with just that; a 

successful self-made man who achieves his goals, fulfills his desires and, most importantly, 

finds happiness. It would be reasonable, then, that this story is considered the great American 

story. Seemingly, there is some truth to that claim. Indeed, it is evident that Gatsby achieves 

significant success and climbs to the top of the social hierarchy.  

     However, this analysis will rest on the claim that The Great Gatsby addresses the 

perversion of the American dream; that the American dream portrayed in the story is 

gradually tainted and stripped of its original purity and honesty. The argument behind this 

claim is that underneath the endless charade of the luxurious leisured life lies a deeply 

decadent and distorted view on dreams, desires and happiness. This analysis, which will 

attempt to demonstrate the reasons why the American dream is perverted, will be carried out 

using psychoanalytic terminology. Such terminology is quite useful when analyzing different 

parts and functions of the protagonist’s mind, that is, Jay Gatsby’s mind. The use of these 

psychoanalytic tools is indeed also relevant for investigating the notion of causality and 

underlying reasons for certain behaviors and actions. For that reason, these tools will be 

utilized to further examine the protagonist Jay Gatsby and the events that affect his view on 

dreams and desires.  

     Following the introduction, there will be a brief description of the American dream and 

what values it entails. There, the concept of the dream will be described and defined both in 

itself and within the relevant historical context. That section will be followed by an account of 

some of the previous research carried out on the narrative and the main claims of these 

publications. These articles are primarily concerned with the story’s depiction of the 

American dream. Consequently, a few prominent articles addressing Fitzgerald’s story within 

the context of the American dream will be discussed, as well as Gatsby’s realization of the 
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American dream. The discussion will then move forward to a description of the 

psychoanalytic theory, and a more detailed account of the relevant terminology will be made. 

Then, the close reading of the novel itself can begin. There, the novel, or rather its protagonist 

Jay Gatsby and his vision of the dream, will be investigated in accordance with the main 

claim of this analysis – to reveal the false values that destroy the original dream. Aspects of 

psychoanalytic theory will be used to analyze the gradual perversion of the American dream 

throughout the story. For that reason, the narrative will be analyzed primarily following the 

narrative’s non-linear structure rather than following a strictly chronological order of events.  

2. Previous Research and Theoretical Background 

2.1. The American Dream 

     An important factor to take into account is that the actual definition of the American dream 

differs depending on who defines it and within what historical context it is discussed. 

However, the varying definitions may be somewhat single-sided because the general aspects 

of the dream are fairly “simple” to define in broad terms. This means that essentially all 

definitions include the same, or similar, tokens of success. The varying definitions often 

include individualistic notions of the individual’s right to freedom, happiness and the right to 

pursue their goals and aspirations. In fact, most of the visions of the dream after the 

Declaration of Independence in 1776 have in common that they are all partly defined by the 

rights to “life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness” (US 1776). Moreover, at the very heart of 

the American dream is Benjamin Franklin, who practically created the mindset from which 

the American dream extracts its most fundamental principles. Benjamin Franklin was an 

influential advocate of moral perfection and honesty, and he believed honesty and virtue to be 

at the core of self-improvement which, in turn, facilitates personal success attained through 

hard work. Stating in his autobiography that he “grew convinc’d [sic] that truth, sincerity and 

integrity in dealings between man and man were of the utmost importance to the felicity of 

life” (Franklin 166, author’s italics), Franklin accurately alludes to one of the chief 

characteristics of the true American dream – honesty. Furthermore, the realization and vivid 

promotion of the dream by Abraham Lincoln in the 19th century added emphasis to these 

defining features. Combining these original values of the American dream, the notion of 

everyone’s right to create a better life for themselves emerges. In that sense, it opposes the 
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typically American ideals of wealth and prosperity as materialistic representations of success. 

Within that line of reasoning, the concept of the dream springs from the idea that wealth and 

success are measured by material possession and economic wealth. However, in his book 

about the history of the American dream, Jim Cullen (5, 7) emphasizes the ambiguity of the 

dream, as there is no definitive answer or definition attached to it. He implies that there is an 

infinite set of American dreams that pertain to different realizations of success in different 

historical periods. A common defining (and rather unspecific yet illustrative) attribute of the 

dream is that it promises a life in America that is “better and richer and fuller for every man” 

(Adams, qtd. in Cullen 7). In coordination with this somewhat abstract quote, Cullen (7) 

mentions that the ultimate goal of the American dream is a question of personal preference: 

sometimes it is about being financially secure, and sometimes it is based on having a good 

education or going through a religious transformation, et cetera. Furthermore, Cullen (3-10) 

speaks about the fact that the American dream is shaped and influenced in different ways in 

different historical periods. Here, the period that is of interest is the roaring twenties, which 

both influenced, and was influenced by, the American dream.  

     Furthermore, the roaring twenties and its “specific” definition of the American dream and 

the self-made man came to be a symbol of the American culture during this period that was 

shaped by industrial and economic growth and unstoppable optimism (Reeves 83-85). The 

American dream in this period was more or less a direct result of thriving production, 

increased income levels and generally increased opportunities to achieve personal success, 

happiness and fulfillment in life. Therefore, people sought to become a part of the grand 

progression of the 1920s by capitalizing on the increased production which paved for said 

optimism. People were fed with the hope of chasing success and actually winning by some 

definition. However, as Cullen (160) further states, and what must inevitably exist as the 

premises for achieving goals and aspirations, the original American dream, including 

Franklin’s pure values, entails achieving goals through hard and honest work. For example, in 

one of Bill Clinton’s speeches, he states that “if you work hard and play by the rules you 

should be given a chance to go as far as your God-given ability will take you” (qtd. in 

Hochschild 18). This essentially means that “one could realize the fruits of one’s aspirations 

through applied intelligence and effort” (Cullen 160). Contrastively, others might argue that 

the culmination of the 1920s also saw a lapse in morals as organized crime began to rise, 

partly due to the prohibition of alcohol (Reeves 92-93). Given the 1920’s culmination of 
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prosperity in industry, production and the stock-exchange, it affected the mindset of the 

American population deeply as they grew increasingly optimistic in light of the idea of getting 

rich fast. With the tempting thought of quickly becoming rich, people began to find ways to 

bypass hard, honest work, thus shortcutting the chase for the dream in order to gain material 

wealth quickly (Reeves 83-85, 98-99). Therefore, the American dream seems to have been 

materialistically oriented during this decade.  

     When discussing the American dream in coordination with the roaring twenties, a certain 

flamboyant character quickly springs to mind – the eccentric millionaire Jay Gatsby. In many 

ways, F. Scott Fitzgerald’s story The Great Gatsby is the quintessential American story about 

the American dream and its rendition of success. In the narrative, the reader follows a number 

of characters who live the leisured high life in New York during the mid-1920s. Considering 

Gatsby’s achievements, the materialistic American dream of the 1920s does indeed seem to fit 

the novel neatly. Is The Great Gatsby then, by definition, a story about this specific 

materialistic American dream? Yes, in some respects it is. Based on the ambiguity of the 

American dream, it would indeed fit the description and the general criteria for the dream at 

face value; achieving goals “through applied intelligence and effort” (Cullen 160). As with 

many historical versions of the dream, practically all in fact, it carries an almost endless array 

of possible realizations for different people. This means that essentially all goals are valid, 

within reasonable limits of course, as long as they are achieved through hard work and 

honesty. This is a highly relevant point in analyzing The Great Gatsby. In fact, the story has 

been investigated quite thoroughly regarding its portrayal of the American dream.  

2.2. Previous research on The Great Gatsby 

     The American dream, evidently, follows rather ambiguous definitions that remain fluent 

within the context of the 1920s and the period’s typically defining attributes. Anyone familiar 

with Fitzgerald’s classic novel can probably appreciate and understand the reasons for the 

novel’s status as one of the great American classics. For a variety of reasons, the story of Jay 

Gatsby may be argued to cover themes such as romantic perseverance and following your 

dreams as well as aspects of self-indulgence, superficiality and the stereotypical high-life 

culture of the roaring twenties. Since the novel is indeed about the American dream, much of 

the previous research that has been carried out on the novel is concerned with the version of 

the dream which Gatsby represents. For the sake of validity, it is important to briefly discuss 
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some of the work that has been carried out on the novel in order to gain a deeper 

understanding regarding the projection of the American dream. Decker (54-55) indicates that 

there is a general consensus about the major theme in the novel. Early critics of the novel 

seem to agree that the novel does deserve to be labeled the great American novel about the 

American dream. After all, this is presumably a quite common interpretation of the novel 

since it demonstrates the classic story pattern of the tragic boy rising from rags to riches, 

overcoming every obstacle on his way towards a better life. However, many critics argue the 

opposite.  

     Callahan (383) claims that the story rather delivers a depiction of how the dream is 

“distorted by the values of property and possession”. From this perspective, the novel deals 

with the corruption of the dream and the effect it ultimately has on those who attempt to 

pursue it. Moreover, critics such as Pidgeon (182) and Decker (55) argue that the story’s 

depiction of the American dream is twofold and that the story grants significant insight into 

two aspects of the dream; first, it offers a projection of the “sense of the goodness of the early 

“dream” [and second], it offers a damning indictment of it” (Pidgeon 182). The story, 

according to these critics, gives an account of both the original American dream – in the sense 

of everyone’s right to the pursuit of happiness – as well as the modern age’s (1920’s) 

corruption of its core values. This corruption, then, feeds off the pristine promise of the 

original dream and distorts the pure vision of success that would typically be the defining 

attribute of the original American dream.  

     In his short text on The Great Gatsby, John A. Pidgeon (178) discusses the distorted view 

on the American dream and the source of the material connotations it has attracted. He states 

that the material attributes of the dream originally derive from the “Doctrine of the Elect” 

(Pidgeon 178). The Elect, whose identities were unknown to everyone but God, were people 

destined to be saved from the damnation of humankind. However, should they fail at living a 

good and faithful life of hard work, they would be “dropped” by God (Pidgeon 178). Since 

the identities of the Elect were unknown, people worked hard so as not to be dismissed by 

God if they turned out to be one of the Elect. Consequently, as Pidgeon (178) goes on to 

explain, hard work was logically connected to wealth because those endowed with material 

wealth most likely led a hard-working life, making themselves worthy of prosperity. For that 

reason, hard work and wealth took on almost religious connotations, and when discussed 

within a historical period defined by materialism, thus, wealth and possessions take on similar 
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connotations. Therefore, two things can be observed. First, the source of the American 

snobbery and the focus on material possessions that this version of the dream includes, and 

second, the highly coveted status of achieving such materialistic success (Pidgeon 178). This 

intersection between hard work, wealth, and religious status is accentuated in Pearson’s text 

about Gatsby and the American dream. There, Pearson (640) argues that Fitzgerald 

intentionally depicts Gatsby as a myth by “withholding him from the novel, while 

surrounding him with an aura of myth”. As implied by Pidgeon (178), this religious and 

materialistic definition of the American dream – a big house, a fortune, and high social status 

– is always in the backdrop of the novel. These are indeed the tokens of success commonly 

attributed to the American dream, without regard to whether or not it was honestly earned by 

hard work and commitment.  

     Following this line of reasoning, critics argue that Gatsby represents what is considered to 

be at the core of American culture and way of life at this moment in time. Schudson (571) 

claims that the story of Gatsby, and Gatsby himself, essentially is driven by money. More 

specifically, it follows the mindset that everything can be bought for money. This seems to be 

the case. Indeed, also Fussell (292) argues that the fundamental idea of the materialistic 

American dream which Gatsby represents is that “all the magic of the world can be had for 

money”. This claim indirectly stands as a fundamental principle by which many critics argue 

that the American dream depicted in the story functions akin to a quest for romantic wonder. 

Accordingly, Fussell (291) points towards two primary patterns within Fitzgerald’s story; 

quest and seduction. These two notions each mark a cornerstone for the novel, and many of 

the arguments put forward on the theme of Gatsby’s dream often adhere to these notions in 

one way or another. This is based on the presupposition that the American dream itself 

represents the seductive nature of the quest for a better life. It is evident, then, that critics 

disparage the idea that Gatsby’s American dream is pure and pristine. These critics make an 

effort to expose the false values of the dream within the novel, claiming that Gatsby, blinded 

by sheer greed, cannot see past the materialistic sham of the 1920’s American dream.  

2.3. Introduction to Psychoanalysis and its Main Concerns  

     In order for this analysis to yield results that might explain the stages through which 

Gatsby perverts the American dream, it is important to give an account of the terminology and 

the theoretical framework on which this analysis is based. The analysis will draw upon the 
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method of psychoanalysis to attempt to gain deeper insight into the reasons why the American 

dream is perverted. For this purpose, the terms id, ego and super-ego, commonly used for 

mapping the psyche and analyzing personality disorders, will be used. The relevance of these 

terms lies in that they grant access to elements of the mind that bear important leverage in 

analyzing dreams and desires. This means that the use of these concepts makes it possible to 

discuss certain areas of the psyche with more or less concrete terminology. While 

psychoanalysis could be used in a variety of ways depending on the focus of the analysis and 

the context in which the analysis is implemented, it is reasonable to start with a general 

introduction to the method and the terminology relevant for this specific analysis.  

     Sigmund Freud was active during the latter part of the 19th century and his career began as 

a researcher of the nervous system and its anatomy and physiology. Freud’s theory of 

psychoanalysis was initially intended to investigate the minds of neurotic or hysterical 

patients. In an early stage, Freud claimed that hysteria was the result of early traumatic 

experiences in the patient’s life that the patient had forgotten (Freud, Introductory Lectures, 

14-15). However, this posed a problem. In his research, he found that parts of the mind were 

not active, thus not accessible for the analyst or even the patient. This method of investigating 

past forgotten trauma, and the method’s inherent flaws, became the foreground for the idea of 

investigating the mind and its functions, as well as causality in relation to hysteria and 

neurosis. However, it changed rather into a base of knowledge about the mind, whether it was 

healthy or unhealthy. In trying to investigate the underlying reasons for hysteria and neurosis, 

the possibility to “demonstrate the normal development of the sexual instinct” (Freud, 

Introductory Lectures, 2) emerged. From the investigation of the mind, through the idea of 

human instincts, in addition to the analysis of dreams, Freud made changes to the method of 

treating patients with hysteria. This paved the way for the initial discovery of the unconscious 

and conscious mind and their effects on humans. It is evident, therefore, that the investigation 

of past trauma, and the development of instinctive functions, which are all connected to the 

unconscious and the conscious mind, constitutes a part of the base for the psychoanalytic 

tradition (Freud, Introductory Lectures, 2, 14-15). It is therefore highly relevant to move 

forward to a more detailed account of these concepts in order to gather a solid base of 

knowledge on which the psychoanalytic method rests.  
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2.3.1. The Notion of Trauma 

     Within the psychoanalytic framework, the notion of past trauma and its effect on the 

patient is of substantial value. Both Jung (89-90) and Freud (Introductory Lectures, 14-15) 

claim that the core of the trauma theory rests upon the idea of repressing the memories of a 

particularly stressful event from the past. In an early phase of the theory, Freud suggested that 

trauma derives mainly from what Jung (89) describes as “so-called trauma in early 

childhood”. While this may have contained some valuable aspects of trauma, the idea 

received much criticism. This idea of trauma deriving solely from some unspecified event in 

childhood was later abandoned and replaced. In its place emerged the Freudian definition of 

trauma as the result of physical abuse or other events that generate a similarly destructive 

impact on the psyche. In Introductory Lectures on Psychoanalysis however, Freud 

(Introductory Lectures, 315) discusses the term ‘trauma’ as a term applied “to an experience 

which within a short period of time presents the mind with an increase of stimulus too 

powerful to be dealt with or worked off in the normal way”. This begs the question of what is 

defined as the “normal” way of dealing with trauma. Jung (90) states, similarly to Freud, that 

the trauma, or the unconscious memories of it, are normally dealt with through “simply” 

prompting the patient to talk about the events freely or to deal with the trauma directly (which 

is indeed one of the main merits of psychoanalysis). This means that the trauma, “under 

normal conditions, is got rid of by being expressed” (Jung 90). What seems to be the case then 

is that the reason for repressing the traumatic thoughts to the unconscious mind is that the 

memories are too much for the conscious mind to handle. Essentially, the memories are 

repressed because the patient’s mind is not strong enough to cope with the increased stimuli 

directly. In essence, this coping mechanism might result in the patient pretending that the 

event has not occurred at all. If the traumatic experience and its effects are not dealt with 

however, it becomes embedded in the unconscious, which later manifests itself in other ways 

through the patient’s actions and choices, even dreams and desires.  

     While Freud’s classic view on the origin of trauma undeniably bears much value, it seems 

to limit the range of possible reasons for why someone becomes so deeply affected by the 

trauma. In addition to Freud’s rather rudimentary definition of trauma, Jung (89) claims that 

psychological distress is caused by “certain psychic experiences of a highly emotional nature” 

which cause so-called “psychic wounds”. This definition goes beyond the common definition 
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of traumatic origin as physically oriented, and it directs attention to the possibility that trauma 

can also occur from events that are not physically dangerous or harmful. However, the one 

does not exclude the other, rather, they complement each other. Keeping this in mind, trauma 

as the origin of abnormal behavior is a quite transparent notion and therefore applicable to 

many different contexts and different levels of severity of psychic personality disorder.  

     Moving forward, having distinguished between these two main definitions of traumatic 

events, there is one more aspect of trauma that is relevant to take into account. Freud 

(Introductory Lectures, 313) talks about the phenomenon whereby a person grows fixated to 

certain aspects or elements of a past traumatic event. The traumatic event becomes lodged 

into the mind of the patient so intently that it affects their every-day life, as opposed to simply 

being a matter of experiencing traumatic episodes of neurotic behavior. This fixation to the 

trauma effectively causes the memories of it to take over consciousness, and the patient is 

then “trapped” in that specific period of time in their past, making them “alienated from the 

present and the future” (Freud, Introductory Lectures, 313). This would then mean that a 

person that is fixated to a particular element from their past unconsciously becomes stuck in 

that specific element of trauma, causing their actions to be solely based on that event in their 

past, with little or no regard for the present or the future.  

2.3.2. The Conscious and the Unconscious Mind  

     One of the most important aspects of psychoanalysis, and part of the reason for the 

method’s widespread fame, is the notion of the conscious and the unconscious mind. As a 

matter of fact, most of the fundamental theories within psychoanalytic thinking relate back to 

the mind and its conscious and unconscious state of affairs. Most of the reasoning around this 

is that the conscious mind is “controlled” or directed by unconscious processes, of which the 

patients themselves are not aware. These processes are constructed through previous 

experiences, therein traumatic events, and most importantly unconscious desires. Freud 

(Introductory Lectures, 19) describes the unconscious mind and its workings as a separate 

entity that has no connection or regard to reality. Considering that the unconscious processes 

give energy to primary instincts, it has no filter and is therefore “liable to be out of step with 

those more conscious elements in the mind which are concerned with adaptation to reality” 

(Freud, Introductory Lectures, 19). These unconscious instincts clash with the elements of the 

mind that are concerned with the more social and civilized aspects of behavior. More 
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specifically, these parts of the mind control the urges and adapt them in order to yield socially 

acceptable actions that aim towards realizing the thoughts from the unconscious in a 

controlled and reasonable manner (Freud, Introductory Lectures, 19-20; Malcolm 30).  

     Now, the bridge between the instinctive thoughts from the unconscious mind to the 

conscious part of the mind is called the preconscious. While the bare, unfiltered urges attempt 

to find their way into the conscious mind, it is the preconscious mind that acts as “the drawing 

room” (Malcolm 30) for the instincts. Within that part of the mind, the urges are essentially 

“reconstructed” and adapted in order to be realized in socially acceptable ways. In theory, 

however, not many of the unconscious urges are permitted entry into the preconscious mind. 

This means that most of the instinctive urges are too brutal or destructive to be considered by 

the preconscious mind (Malcolm 29-30). However, impulses that are successfully considered 

are then permitted entry into the conscious mind, where the instincts are eventually processed 

and realized through actions. The function of the conscious mind, then, is rather clear. The 

few instinctive impulses that manage to surface the conscious mind are then acted upon, thus 

being realized and expressed in reality. This practically means that only a fraction of the mind 

consists of conscious mental processes and thoughts. Connecting these processes with 

abnormal behavior, Freud (Introductory Lectures, 319) explains that fixated ideas and 

obsessive behavior are the result of obsessional thoughts that have “forced their way into 

consciousness”. Thus, it is evident that the relation between the unconscious, preconscious 

and conscious mind remains at the base of psychoanalysis and the psychoanalytic method of 

examining the human mind.  

2.3.3. The Id, the Ego and the Super-Ego 

     Analyzing the conscious and the unconscious mind is quite closely connected to the 

theoretical construction of personality, consisting of the id, the ego and the super-ego. 

Malcolm (32) describes these entities as “three psychic agencies […] whose fate it is to be 

locked in perpetual conflict”. The three “systems” of mental processes have their respective 

function within the mind and a certain role in relation to each other.  

     Malcolm (32) states that the id represents passion, that is, the instinctive impulses yearning 

for satisfaction. In fact, it is closely connected to the unconscious mind and its instincts. Freud 

(Introductory Lectures, 401) explains that in the human mental apparatus, there is one primary 

purpose to be found – obtaining pleasure. The main idea is that a person’s desires derive from 
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the unconscious forces of the id and aim towards “obtaining immediate satisfaction” (Freud, 

Introductory Lectures, 19). This purpose is connected to different levels of stimulus that 

prevail in our mind, thus giving energy towards acting on certain impulses. These impulses 

derive from the instinctive mechanism known as the pleasure principle, a chief characteristic 

of the id. Freud (Introductory Lectures, 402) claims that this mechanism, in essence, defines 

the instinctive mental purpose within the human mind; to avoid unpleasure and seek pleasure. 

Moreover, the pleasure principle has no regard for reality or the actual realization of the urges. 

According to Freud (Introductory Lectures, 401), all aspects of the human mind are “directed 

towards achieving pleasure and avoiding unpleasure”. By definition, these impulses are 

naturally rather crude and unless halted, they are acted upon. Considering that they have no 

censorship or reason, acting on the bare impulses would result in socially unacceptable and 

unethical behavior. Therefore, the human mind requires a balancing force that regulates and 

controls the instinctive desires of the id and the pleasure principle.  

     This responsibility is carried by the ego. Importantly, Freud (Introductory Lectures, 402) 

states that the ego instincts also are driven by the urges that derive from the id. This means 

that even the ego seeks pleasure in any way possible. However, the ego learns to adapt these 

impulses by seeing to what is socially acceptable in reality. The ego, then, is the part of the 

mind where the unfiltered desires from the id are processed and adapted in order to eventually 

be realized. Ultimately though, it does not only aim towards achieving immediate pleasure. 

The ego operates by a modified pleasure principle and learns to accept the fact that it cannot 

achieve immediate pleasure constantly. This balancing force is called the reality principle, 

and it accepts that it inevitably must “postpone the obtaining of pleasure, to put up with a little 

unpleasure and to abandon certain sources of pleasure altogether” (Freud, Introductory 

Lectures, 402). Thus, the ego acts as the voice of reason in the stream of instinctive desires 

from the id. The difference, thus, is that the ego attempts to achieve pleasure with regard for 

what is possible in reality, despite the fact that the pleasure is postponed or even diminished, 

whereas the id is completely disconnected from any sense of reality (Freud, Introductory 

Lectures, 403). However, even the ideas of pleasure that are possible to realize are not 

necessarily considered ethically right.  

     Thus, the third and final part of the human mind functions as an ideal version of the ego; 

the super-ego. The super-ego, or ego-ideal as Freud (The Ego and the Id, 12) also terms it in 

The Ego and the Id, acts as the moral compass responsible for upholding our sense of what is 
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right and what is wrong. The super-ego essentially “confronts the other contents of the ego” 

(Freud, The Ego and the Id, 16), and represents the human conscience by which the functions 

and desires of the ego are controlled and expressed (Malcolm 32). Freud (The Ego and the Id, 

16-17) further claims that the super-ego is influenced by and derives from the higher nature 

that a young child recognizes in parents, before it eventually develops in the mind of the child 

itself. The relation between the id, the ego and the super-ego can thus be described as a 

dynamic chain of conflicts between instinctive desires and the restrictions which constrain 

them. Conclusively, a fully functional psyche would show that the instinctive desires of the id 

are reconstructed by the ego to fit reality, and then further modified by the super-ego to 

become ethically and morally right, before eventually being realized.  

     Having laid down the fundament on which the analysis will be based, it is reasonable to 

describe briefly how The Great Gatsby will be approached. As mentioned previously, the 

psychoanalytic tools are highly relevant for investigating causality, and the method will be 

used to find proof from the text which supports the claim that the American dream is 

gradually perverted throughout the story. In this case, the causalities that are of interest are the 

reasons behind Gatsby’s perversion of the dream. Starting from the beginning, the analysis 

will demonstrate, through certain passages and events in the story, why Gatsby’s version of 

the American dream taints the original version of it. This will be investigated using close 

reading, searching for key events and pivotal moments which cause a disruption in Gatsby’s 

mental processes, thereby generating a gradual perversion of the dream. Notable here is that 

the definition of the dream that the analysis will use is constructed from two previously 

mentioned quotes from American history. First is the idea of everyone’s right to “life, liberty 

and the pursuit of happiness” (US 1776), and second is the claim that “if you work hard and 

play by the rules you should be given a chance to go as far as your God-given ability will take 

you” (qtd. in Hochschild 18). By this “standard”, along with the use of the described 

psychoanalytic method of investigating the psyche, the analysis will draw upon the claim that 

The Great Gatsby exhibits a view of the American dream that is perverted and stripped from 

its original intentions. It is worth mentioning that the first part of the story is primarily 

concerned with descriptions and rumors surrounding Gatsby. Therefore, the concepts of 

psychoanalysis which are concerned with causality and the psyche will come to be fully 

relevant after the initial part of the analysis.  
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3. Analysis  

3.1. Phase One  

     The Great Gatsby takes place in the mid-1920s and showcases the seemingly easy life of a 

few members of the upper class. At the beginning of the story, Gatsby is only mentioned by 

name. Thus, the reader is presented with limited knowledge about him, although some 

information is presented on the very first page, however little it is. The information that is 

presented of Gatsby at this point, interestingly enough, seems to be related to both to Gatsby’s 

internal processes as well as a key characteristic of the original American dream. The narrator 

states that “if personality is an unbroken series of successful gestures, then there was 

something gorgeous about him, some heightened sensitivity to the promises of life […]” 

(Fitzgerald 3). This statement contains more information than meets the eye. First, the 

combination of implied information manages to create a certain depiction of the dream, 

representative of the original version of the dream and its true intentions. The fact that 

Carraway defines Gatsby on account of his success implies that Gatsby’s life has been marked 

by continuous success, which reveals the functioning processes within Gatsby’s mind. This is 

explained by Carraway accrediting Gatsby with an instinctive sense of success. Thus, it is 

relevant to attach a part of the original American dream to this statement. The phrase “the 

promises of life” (Fitzgerald 3), in its simplicity, does partially represent the core appeal of 

the American dream. It is this promise, the promise of a better life for everyone, that shapes 

Gatsby’s idea of dreams and desires in the novel. In addition, the statement grants important 

insight into Gatsby’s personality in that Carraway suggests that his grandeur is the direct 

product of having achieved such extensive success. In this sense, it gives the reader a glimpse 

into the workings of the mind within Gatsby and how these processes are related to each other 

and the success that Gatsby has achieved. As such, Gatsby’s life and successes are driven by 

the balanced relationship between the impulses from the id and the constraining functions of 

the ego and the super-ego.  

     Thus, the ego and the super-ego, tasked with realizing the id-impulses in a controlled 

manner, seem to have been quite successful in performing their respective tasks. To 

demonstrate this point further, Carraway notes that Gatsby possesses a “’creative 

temperament’ – […] an extraordinary gift for hope, a romantic readiness […]” (Fitzgerald 3-

4). In a sense, this statement complements the previous one. It truly emphasizes Gatsby’s 
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persistent ambition and his instinctive sense of knowing what needs to be done to fulfill his 

desires. Now, reviewing the definition of the American dream, specifically that every man’s 

God-given ability will guide them in the pursuit of happiness, it becomes evident that in this 

initial part of the story, Gatsby’s dream seems to relate rather closely to the untainted, 

romantic vision of the American dream. It is here, in the first phase, that the vision of the 

dream, as well as Gatsby himself, are described and treated as pure. This is not without 

reason. Because of the mysterious and almost mythical circumstances that surround Gatsby 

and his dream, it highlights the convergence of hard work, wealth and high status.  

     Moreover, all of Gatsby’s achievements and the visualization of his success are described 

in detail by Carraway who states, among other things, that “on weekends his Rolls-Royce 

became an omnibus […] and on Mondays eight servants, including an extra gardener, toiled 

all day […] repairing the ravages of the night before” (Fitzgerald 26). This description 

captures Gatsby’s excessive wealth accurately. Relating to this, it is relevant to assume that 

the instinctive processes within Gatsby’s mind are highly active and ambitious by nature. 

This, of course, is based solely on his wealth representing his ambitious successfulness. What 

this means in psychoanalytic terms is that the impulses from the id have been “accepted” by 

the ego and that the desires have met the ethical standards of the super-ego. However, since 

much of Gatsby’s projections of wealth is rather exaggerated by normal standards (as 

indicated by Nick’s account of his extravagant parties), it would mean that the processes of 

the ego and the super-ego would have to be fairly complex in order to realize the id-impulses 

in socially acceptable ways. If they had not been, the desires from the id would not have been 

realized in acceptable ways, which in turn means that the ego and the super-ego would have 

halted these prompts from the start. These complex mental processes illustrate the realization 

of the dream as attained “through applied intelligence and effort” (Cullen 160). The conscious 

and unconscious processes which pave the way for his success could be considered to be 

Gatsby’s instinctive ability to create opportunities for himself to realize the vision of his 

desires.  

     Additionally, the entire passage from which the previous quote is extracted (Fitzgerald 26-

27) demonstrates clearly the setting within the upper class during the 1920s. Carraway notes 

the flamboyant parties and the vast array of guests that attend the events at Gatsby’s mansion. 

It becomes increasingly evident that the wealth that Gatsby’s endeavors have amounted to is 

quite prominent and that this wealth has granted him access to the high-class life and its social 
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functions. This interplay with the upper class and the parties seems to maintain religious 

connotations to the attendees who would somehow end up at Gatsby’s parties as if summoned 

by some unknown force. In this sense, it resembles the connotations of the “Doctrine of the 

Elect” (Pidgeon 178). Since Gatsby takes on quite a mysterious role as the unknown 

benefactor, the resemblance with the Elect lies in the withheld identity of Gatsby, and that he 

thus creates the myth of himself. Additionally, considering the idea that wealth is often 

thought of as the product of hard, honest work, the vision of the American dream remains 

pure in the sense that having achieved the dream typically would be the result of hard work, in 

addition to signifying goodness.  

     Further indications that point towards the fact that the untainted dream is persistent at this 

point include Carraway’s additional descriptions of the party and Gatsby himself. Carraway 

notes that “the scene had changed before my eyes into something significant, elemental and 

profound” (Fitzgerald 31). He then states that Gatsby possesses “one of those rare smiles with 

a quality of eternal reassurance in it [and that it] concentrated on you with an irresistible 

prejudice in your favour [sic]. It understood you just as far as you wanted to be understood, 

believed in you as you would like to believe in yourself […]” (Fitzgerald 32). In this sense, 

Carraway emphasizes Gatsby’s goodness, his generosity and his selfless vigor in a way that 

arguably relates back to the original promises of the American dream. This description of 

Gatsby may indeed be read as representative of the American dream and the poetic value it 

boasts to those who chase it. Additionally, the description of his flamboyant events indicates 

clearly that Gatsby is mainly concerned with offering enjoyment to others; he extracts no 

enjoyment for himself in these parties. He uses the parties as a tool for chasing a more 

immense desire. Still at this point, however, it is clear that the functions of the id, ego and the 

super-ego remain relatively stable, and that no “breach” has occurred regarding which 

impulses from the id are considered acceptable and which are not. However, this could have 

to do with the cultural and social setting as well, seeing to the fact that few realizations of 

pleasurable impulses would be unacceptable at extravagant parties such as Gatsby’s.  

3.2. Phase Two 

     From this point in the story, in the second phase, the projection of the dream goes through 

a slight shift. As more is revealed about his past, Gatsby’s conduct begins to show indications 

that the pristine values of the original dream begin to falter. This background also reveals 
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more about his internal processes. A representative of this slight deterioration may be 

observed when one of Gatsby’s parties is reaching its end and “a sudden emptiness seemed to 

flow now from the windows and the great doors, endowing with complete isolation the figure 

of the host […]” (Fitzgerald 37). This shift in mood indicates that even though Gatsby is 

successful in terms of wealth and status, he is not happy. The parties and the guests who feed 

off of Gatsby’s generosity show that the pleasure principle and essentially every impulse from 

the id defines Gatsby’s frame of mind. A rather melancholy feeling of loneliness emerges. It 

appears even more evident now that he extracts no pleasure for himself in these parties; he 

throws the parties for other reasons than self-indulgence. At this point, Gatsby namely shows 

the first sign of bearing emotional wounds. Through the parties, he effectively creates a 

protective shell for himself, which acts as an emotional barrier protecting him from the kind 

of emotional trauma that Jung (89) discusses. This may be exemplified by Gatsby as he states 

that he inherited his wealth and that he traveled Europe “trying to forget something very sad 

that had happened to [him] long ago” (Fitzgerald 42). As the reader finds out later, he refers to 

when his true love Daisy Buchanan betrayed Gatsby by marrying another man, causing a 

profound lack of affection in Gatsby. The apparent failure to forget about this emotional 

trauma strengthens the possibility of him unconsciously creating the myth of himself through 

the parties as a diversion for himself to forget about his past emotional trauma. Therefore, 

Gatsby is essentially a textbook example of a person who does not cope with the trauma in the 

normal way – which would be forgetting about Daisy – and therefore represses the trauma to 

the unconscious mind. What this means in strictly psychoanalytic terms is that Gatsby’s 

emotional trauma from the past is repressed to the unconscious mind and that Gatsby then 

defends himself from more emotional trauma through creating the myth of himself. Given the 

fact that no guests seem to know who Gatsby actually is, it showcases that Gatsby does not 

allow anyone to come emotionally close to him so as to eliminate the risk of emotional 

threats. With this in mind, it becomes obvious that the repressed emotional trauma 

unconsciously stops him from getting emotionally involved with anyone in order to avoid 

unpleasure, which, in addition to seeking pleasure, is one of the main concerns of the pleasure 

principle. It is clear, therefore, that the pleasure principle within Gatsby is constantly working 

to avoid the risk of experiencing emotional trauma while simultaneously seeking pleasure and 

positive reinforcement through the exhibition of his wealth. Moreover, this relates back to the 

lack of affection which has its roots in the betrayal from Daisy, which effectively is at the 
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core of Gatsby’s chase of the dream. For that reason, Gatsby overcompensates the lack of 

affection and the fear of emotional trauma by making himself emotionally unavailable, while 

simultaneously creating the image of himself as the endlessly generous millionaire to whom 

all of his guests will show great affection and appreciation. In addition, the effect of the past 

trauma is further accentuated in the small detail that Gatsby dismisses Nick’s comment that 

the past cannot be repeated, answering that “why of course you can” (Fitzgerald 71). This 

proves that Gatsby, who indeed seems to be fixated to his past emotional trauma, creates a 

type of illusion which will protect the ego from experiencing trauma, or unpleasure, again. In 

this case, he unconsciously manufactures the idea of being able to recreate a place in time 

when Daisy was not married to Tom.  

     Furthermore, the deterioration of the dream is highlighted when it becomes clear that 

Gatsby is engaged in criminal activities, which is revealed when Carraway is offered “a 

business gonnegtion [sic]” (Fitzgerald 45) by Gatsby’s criminal associate Mr. Wolfsheim. The 

relevance of this passage is twofold. First, it demonstrates a fundamental flaw in Gatsby’s 

pursuit of the dream. This is because his success is the result of dishonest work. This defies 

one of the core values of the original American dream, which includes that a person’s dreams 

should be achieved through hard, honest work. Second, it demonstrates a defect in the 

functions of the ego and the super-ego. Considering that Gatsby has realized his desires thus 

far through illegal businesses, it is arguably the case that the functions of the ego and the 

super-ego are in fact out of balance – they are no longer able to realize desires from the 

pleasure principle and the id in socially acceptable and ethically defendable ways. Thus, the 

main function of the ego, the reality principle, seems to have gone into a partially idle state of 

function while the super-ego also is unable to realize impulses in ethically decent ways. 

Within this line of reasoning, the actual chase of the dream at this point is distorted, while the 

goals may still pertain to relatively good values. As a matter of fact, the dream during the 

1920s does hold “effortless attainment as the essence of its appeal” (Cullen 160). Here, it is 

evident that Gatsby, to some extent, represents the very distortion which influenced the vision 

of the dream during the 1920s. For that reason, it is undeniable that the imbalance and flawed 

nature of Gatsby’s internal processes is the fundamental reason why the representation of the 

dream begins to crumble.  

     A passage which demonstrates an additional aspect of the gradually corrupting dream is 

when Gatsby and Daisy meet in Nick’s house (Fitzgerald 54-57). Before Daisy actually 
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arrives, Gatsby experiences a momentary lapse in emotional strength where he instantly 

regrets having orchestrated the meeting. Regarding his mental processes at this point, it is 

rather clear that he experiences this insecurity and fear because seeing Daisy, thereby 

confronting the past emotional trauma which she caused, leads him to an internal conflict. In 

this conflict, the instinctive yet conscious desire to meet Daisy clashes with the unconscious 

fear of experiencing emotional distress. Moreover, his fear of facing Daisy showcases that 

when the very pinnacle of Gatsby’s desires may actually be within reach, he nearly surrenders 

to the fear because of the emotional trauma that he experienced earlier in his life. However, he 

follows through and meets Daisy, essentially overcoming the unconscious fear while 

remaining reserved as he later shows her around in his mansion. Here, another important 

event takes place which demonstrates that Gatsby’s dream is continuously driven by the sheer 

vision of the dream itself rather than what his desires actually entail. First, he seems to be 

influenced by a sudden enlightening revelation as he “stared around at his possessions in a 

dazed way, as though in her actual and astounding presence none of it was any longer real” 

(Fitzgerald 59). At this precise moment, he questions his material possessions and the true 

value of economic wealth. Consequently, he contemplates the meaning of true happiness. 

Further, Carraway illustrates this contemplation, noting that “[…] he was consumed with 

wonder at her presence. He had been full of the idea so long, dreamed it right through to the 

end […]” (Fitzgerald 59). However, Gatsby realizes that the dream which he has constructed 

and for so long worked towards achieving was not as desirable as he had dreamed it. Him 

losing faith in the desirability of the dream is shown when “his count of enchanted objects had 

diminished by one” (Fitzgerald 60). This becomes increasingly evident through the following 

passage:  

I saw that the expression of bewilderment had come back into Gatsby’s face, as 

though a faint doubt had occurred to him as to the quality of his present happiness. 

Almost five years! There must have been moments even that afternoon when Daisy 

tumbled short of his dreams – not through her own fault, but because of the colossal 

vitality of his illusion. It had gone beyond her, beyond everything. He had thrown 

himself into it with a creative passion, adding to it all the time, decking it out with 

every bright feather that drifted his way. (Fitzgerald 61-62)  
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It is obvious that Gatsby begins to question the dream and what the excessively ambitious and 

long chase after Daisy has amounted to. Since his desires have more or less always been 

fulfilled and since he therefore continuously added to the “list” of desires, the ultimate desire 

of being together with Daisy proved insufficient to satisfy the driving force of the pleasure 

principle. She takes on the status of simply being another one of his successfully fulfilled 

desires. The point here is that Gatsby’s own successes make him question the value of his 

accomplishments, thereby questioning the cost of Daisy’s love, which ultimately seems to 

underwhelm him. The reason for this unconscious and constant need for success and 

affection, which in turn makes him question the value of his success, is directly related to the 

internal processes within him. Since the id and the pleasure principle have been continuously 

successful in having their desires realized (through the evidently faulty functions of the ego 

and the super-ego), it results in the id and the pleasure principle being over-active. These 

functions, then, are over-active because of the unconscious need for affection, which in turn 

causes him over-compensate for the lack of affection. In combination with the defective 

functions of the ego and the super-ego, this over-compensation is visualized and realized 

through the steady stream of instinctive desires from the pleasure principle. Despite the fact 

that Gatsby questions the final cost of Daisy’s affection, he is able to realize that he still 

desires Daisy’s true love. Therefore, he still attempts to win her love and affection.  

3.3. Phase Three 

     From this point on, in the third and final phase of the story’s projection of the dream, it 

remains evident that Gatsby’s mental processes are dysfunctional and that the distorted and 

corrupted view of his dream is a result of these abnormal mental functions. This clearly has an 

effect on his idea of dreams and achieving goals, and the visualization of the dream eventually 

falls apart. There is a pivotal moment within the story where his mental processes are put 

through a significant amount of emotional stress. During the day that Tom, Daisy, Nick, 

Gatsby and Jordan spend together (Fitzgerald 73-93), most of which is spent in the city, there 

is an increasingly strained competitiveness fueling the passive-aggressive verbal standoffs 

between Tom and Gatsby (see for example Fitzgerald 75). It is important to consider that 

Gatsby’s ultimate dream is just within reach at this moment and that there essentially is one 

obstacle left which he must overcome – Tom Buchanan. Considering the competitive attitude 

from Tom and the emotional threats it forces onto Gatsby’s psyche, it inevitably elicits certain 
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cognitive responses from different functions in Gatsby’s mind. At this moment, the processes 

in the pleasure principle are highly active for two reasons. First, it works intensely to avoid 

the unpleasure which the confrontations with Tom generate, and second, it simultaneously 

strives for the undeniable pleasure of finally achieving true love and affection from Daisy. 

Moreover, this competitiveness causes Gatsby to retract into himself while remaining 

determined to overcome the last obstacle that is Tom. For that reason, Gatsby enters a state of 

mind which is best described as passive-aggressiveness. His psyche recognizes the need to 

deploy defensive behavior in order to save the ego from further unpleasurable experiences and 

emotional trauma.  

     However, at a certain point, Tom reasons that “the latest thing is to sit back and let Mr 

Nobody from Nowhere make love to your wife […]. I know I’m not very popular. I don’t give 

big parties. I suppose you’ve got to make your house into a pigsty in order to have any friends 

– in the modern world” (Fitzgerald 83). After this remark, Gatsby lets go of the fear of 

experiencing emotional unpleasure. This is because the original trauma from the past is finally 

being dealt with through facing both Tom and Daisy. This essentially makes his psyche 

collapse. He starts to make quite desperate and somewhat delusional assumptions, yelling to 

Tom that “she never loved you, do you hear? […] She only married you because I was poor 

and she was tired of waiting for me. It was a terrible mistake, but in her heart she never loved 

anyone except me!” (Fitzgerald 83). This illustrates that Gatsby’s mental processes have 

surrendered to the over-active driving force of the pleasure principle. Consequently, his 

unconscious mind will not accept the ultimate goal to be so near only to be obstructed by the 

last obstacle. This competitiveness increases further as Gatsby and Tom start fighting about 

whom Daisy loves more. Hence, it is clear that the powerful impulse from the id – desiring 

Daisy’s love and affection – effectively over-writes the defective processes of the ego and the 

super-ego. Because these processes are damaged and practically completely idle now, they 

cannot make an attempt to halt or control the desires emerging from the id and the pleasure 

principle. A rather important aspect here is that since the functions of the ego are idle, the 

reality principle, by which the ego normally operates, is fundamentally defective. Thus, 

Gatsby’s mind has no functioning protection to guide the impulses from the id into being 

acceptably realized. This clearly shows that Gatsby has fallen victim to the appeal of the 

corrupted dream and that his desires are no longer constrained or reasonable. This is actually 

accentuated as Daisy says to Gatsby: “Oh, you want too much! […] I love you now – isn’t 
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that enough? I can’t help what’s past” (Fitzgerald 84). This passage emphasizes two things. 

First, it proves that Gatsby indeed is fixated on the past trauma as indicated above, which 

explains that his actions and desires are based on events from the past. Second, it visualizes 

one of the main problems of the American dream – greed. As such, the quote demonstrates 

not only the corrupted vision of the dream but also one of the main reasons why Gatsby’s 

dream is corrupted. As a result of Gatsby’s defective mental processes, his dream has gone 

beyond the desires he wants to fulfill. The dream of achieving his desires has turned into an 

endless chase for more. The collapsed dream is further accentuated when Gatsby realizes that 

Daisy, now knowing about Gatsby’s illegal businesses, drifts further and further from his 

grasp. He realizes that the embodiment of his dream slips away and that everything he 

achieved was for nothing. Accordingly, it is evident that “only the dead dream fought on as 

the afternoon slipped away, trying to touch what was no longer tangible, struggling unhappily, 

undespairingly, towards that lost voice across the room” (Fitzgerald 86). This quote proves 

that the dream has lost its value to Gatsby, now realizing that the entire long chase after the 

dream amounted to nothing. Now, the passage which finally destroys the dream is the car 

accident where Myrtle Wilson is killed (Fitzgerald 87-88). Considering the fact that they did 

not stop the car to admit to the accident, Gatsby once again abandons one of the most 

important characterizing factors of the dream – honesty. In addition, this further proves the 

dysfunctionality of the pleasure principle as he willingly accepts the “unpleasure” of being 

held responsible for killing Myrtle, while chasing the pleasure of Daisy’s love. Through the 

dishonesty of not owning up to the accident and taking the blame for it in Daisy’s place, he 

“clutches at some last hope” (Fitzgerald 94). This represents the solid and persistent grip 

which the dream has on those who attempt to pursue it. For that reason, it is apparent that the 

mere vision of the dream still lingers on within Gatsby. He unconsciously clings on to some 

small hope that taking the blame for the accident instead of Daisy, thereby sacrificing himself 

as he hopes to attain affection from Daisy, will grant him one more chance of feeding the 

deeply rooted desire for love and affection. This last decision in her favor is a desperate 

attempt to compensate for his prominent lack of affection. However, doing this ultimately 

destroys him. The hopeful and luring grasp with which the dream haunts Gatsby becomes the 

hope of love which finally devours him. His dream was viciously close, almost to the point 

that he could embrace it by its false promises. At the end of it all, he could not seem to grasp 
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it, not realizing that the dream had eluded him for so long – not realizing that it had lost its 

astounding vigor, its sheer purity and its extravagant simplicity.  

4. Conclusion  

     To sum up, the purpose of the analysis was to investigate whether or not the narrative 

demonstrates a gradual perversion of the American dream. This was attempted through 

applying a set of psychoanalytic concepts and ideas to a number of events within the 

narrative, thereby analyzing the causality of these events and the workings of Gatsby’s mind. 

The analysis showed that the projection of the American dream demonstrates a shift regarding 

its core values and its defining characteristics. At first, certain passages were contributing 

significantly to portraying the dream and Gatsby as pure and pristine, attributing Gatsby with 

an instinctive control of his own destiny. Gatsby’s vision remained pure and the realization 

and descriptions of his success indicated ambitious perseverance aiming towards self-made 

success. However, further into the story, some passages demonstrated small yet noteworthy 

signs of the perversion of the dream. These examples included revealing information about 

Gatsby’s past, which indicated that the chase of the dream was actually the indirect product of 

the past emotional trauma which Gatsby has been fixated upon all this time. In this second 

phase, it was increasingly evident that the mental processes within Gatsby – the id, the ego 

and the super-ego – are defective. Therefore, the instinctive urges from the id, on which his 

dreams and desires rest, cannot be realized in socially acceptable ways, rather, they are 

realized in the quickest possible way. As a result, the vision of the dream is tainted with 

greed. The chase after the dream grew out of proportion and it no longer pertained to the 

original values of the pristine, pure dream. This connected neatly to the optimistic mindset of 

the 1920s and the growing possibility of fulfilling excessive materialistic desires through the 

least amount of effort, in this case, through illegal businesses. This showed that Gatsby 

shortcuts the chase by amassing his wealth illegally. Therefore, he bypasses the honest, hard 

work which is at the core of the original dream. At that point, it was evident that the vivid 

chase after his dreams made him lose control of the actual contents of it. He was blindly 

chasing after the nearest source of instant pleasure, and the pleasure impulses kept adding to 

the list of desires whereas the deficient reality principle could not adjust the desires to social 

constraints. This ever-growing greed intensely foreshadowed the last, destructive, phase of the 

dream. In the third and last phase, the vision of the dream essentially collapsed as a result of 
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Gatsby realizing the unattainability of his dream, thus resulting in a complete failure of his 

mental processes. This was a result of the emotional tension generated from arguing with Tom 

about Daisy. By finally dealing with the past emotional trauma, the already defective 

functions of the ego and the super-ego surrendered to the over-active pleasure principle of the 

id. This imbalance within Gatsby ultimately destroyed him as the longing for the dream 

became too powerful. The corrupted, unattainable vision of the dream persisted as he realized 

that the chase of the dream sealed his fate.  

     While applying psychoanalysis to Jay Gatsby is an important step towards understanding 

this classic American narrative, this analysis merely scratches the surface of what is possible 

to extract from the novel. It could be argued that the story in fact is about the true American 

dream and that it remains embedded in other aspects of the story, such as Carraway’s family 

business or Wilson’s workshop. Within such reasoning, Gatsby’s corruption of the dream may 

simply act as a contrast to the original dream. Contrastively, others may argue that the 

projection of the dream is a direct result of the narrator, intentionally orchestrated and 

designed by Fitzgerald, or that it is entirely dependent on the historical setting and 

contemporary structures in society. For similar historical reasons, it is possible to claim that 

the novel aims at criticizing what the dream has become due to the zeitgeist of the 1920s. In 

that case, the text would have to be investigated for manifestations of both the original dream 

and the corrupted one. There, the original dream could be put in juxtaposition with the tainted 

version of it, analyzing the representations based on historical evidence. Furthermore, the 

American dream, whether it be pure or perverted, could very well be subject to analysis in its 

own right. The vision of the dream may be analyzed from an array of perspectives. For 

example, it may be investigated from a Marxist standpoint, directing attention to social 

structures within the vision and appeal of the dream. Additionally, it could be approached 

with a post-colonialist view on present and past, showing examples of the dream being the 

result of colonial repercussions in society. The list goes on, and it is clear that the story could 

be analyzed on a vast number of topics, using an array of different theoretical frameworks. 

However, it remains evident that the story exhibits pure romantic perseverance, drifting in the 

midst of the false promises of superficial materialism. At the end of it all, it is still Gatsby, the 

romantically ambitious self-made man, who continues to represent the appeal of success, 

capturing the mind of those who pursue it, ceaselessly chasing the concept that defines a 

nation: The Dream.  
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